Across

6. Nickie Ferranti: "Don't you think life should be gay and bright and bubbly, like _______ ?"

9. Delmer Daves was involved with AATR and another CG movie (two words)

10. According to the AFI, AATR is considered one of the most (blank) films of all time.

14. Co-star Cathleen Nesbitt also starred in this Broadway production while filming AATR.

16. Who was the first choice to Play Terry McKay? (two words)

17. Another CG movie which featured a collie (three words)

18. A one hundred two story Art Deco skyscraper in New York City whose name is derived from the nickname for the state of New York. It stood as the world's tallest building for more than forty years. (three words)

20. Cary's photo was used to advertise this ship in 1996. (three words)

Down

1. Cathleen Nesbitt co-starred on this TV show in the early 60's (three words)

2. Another writer of AATR (three words)

3. Nickie's grandmother lives in this country

4. Nickie Ferrante says to Terry McKay, "There must be something between us, even if it's only an (blank)."

5. The theme song for AATR was sung by (two words) during the opening credits.

7. One of the writers for AATR (two words)

8. What was the name of the ship which was the set for much of AATR?

11. Who was the singer who dubbed for Deborah Kerr in AATR? (two words)

12. An Affair to Remember was one of this cartoonist's favorite films.

13. This film (three words) was inspired by AATR and clips from the earlier film and its theme song are used throughout.

15. The name of Janou's dog.

19. In what other Deborah Kerr movie did that same singer dub for her? (four words)
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